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iiETON HOCH

THE AIR ATTACK ON EREIBURG ON lOTH iW. 1940

(from "Vierteljahrshafte fur Zeitgeschichte", Vol. 2^ April, 1956)

The air attack on Freiburg on 10th May, 1940 - the first of the larger
soaRe raids in the second world war - has twice been the subject of an official
German report. The first time (directly after the raid) it was referred to
as being carried out by the enemy (1),
of international law and reprisals v/ere threatened.

December, 1947, 'the Baden Chancery of State said
and of the improvement of relationships between the erstwhile hostile nations

that the air attack on Freiburg had been carried out by German aircraft and
that it could be traced back to a perfidious order given by Hitler (2).

It Yi^as described as a contravention

The second time, in
in the interest of truth

This announcement, although it was not proven and was ih fact based on
a "personal and subjective opinion", vms officially made to the public, but
orly because it originated from a reliable wfitness who, in his official
capacity, v/as qualified to make it. The statement at the beginning of the
announcement that the archives department at Freiburg in Breisgau had
"started to make the necessary enquiries so that the accuracy of this claim
might be established beyond dispute" (3) was untrue.

(1) "Volkischer Beobachter", Munich edition, 11th May '40 and Supreme Cbramand
of the Armed Forces Report dated 11 May '40 (Volic. Beobachter, Munich edition
12 May '40).

(2) "Badische Zeitung", 2 Deo. '47, (complete text). An abbreviated account
wras given by most of the other newspapers. See "Weiie zliroher Zeitting",
4 Dec. '47; "Nev/ York Herald Tribune", 4 Dec. '47; "Neue Zeitung", 5 Dec. '47;
"Time" (Chicago), I5 Dec. '47; "Suddeutsche Zeittuig", 6 Dec. '47 an<^
"Frankfurter Hefte 1948", Vol. 2, p. 102 ff.

(3) In this connection see:- (a) Badische St-aatskanzlei, Generalia XIX,
Militar-und. Kriegssachen, Fliegerangriff auf Freiburg i. Br. , jetzt im
Reg.-Pras. Siidbadenj (Baden Chaiiceiy of State General File XIX, Military
Affairs, Air Attack on Freiburg in Breisgau, now in the district of South
Baden). H.B. In future this source v/ill be abbreviated to ;"Badische
Staatskanzle i".

(b) Stadt. Hauptverwaltung Freiburg i. Br.,
00-073-2 Betr. Luftangriff am 10.5.40, Heft 2j (Freiburg M-unicipal
Administration File 00-073-2 concerning the air attack on 10 May 1940,
Vol. 2). M.B. In futxire this source will be abbreviated to "Stadt.
Hauptverwaltung".
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The Freiburg archives department therefore rightly disassociated itself
from this announcement. Generaloberst K:\LDER (retd.), who yyas the witness
referred to, had in fact categorically declared.in his letter of
27th December, 1947, that his statements v/ere based on personal Information
which he gave to authorities T/hich he understood v/ere entitled to ask for
them and that he did so under the expressly given promise that "no publicity
vrould ensue and that no other unsuitable use" v/ould be made of them (4).

On 4th October, 1954, the Bs-den and Wurttemberg State Ministry
instructed the Munich Institute for Contemporary History to investigate the
event.

Even a fleeting study of the files made it obvious that the circumstances
as made known by the Baden Chancery of State could in no way be considered
proved and that they had been definitely contested in various letters and
nev/spaper articles. During the course of the v/ork, an abundance of
possibilities came to light which made it clean how difficult it was going
to be to establish facts and to check sources of info mat ion.
account could.not be found either in the original file at the mayor's office
at Freiburg in Breisgau (5) or in the war diary of the local A.R.P. chief
during the period 193.9-1.945 (6),

A direct

The same was true of the war diary kept by the Gmppe of Bomber
Geschwader 5'1, which was operating in the south-west of Germany at that time.
Fortunately a privately owned copy of this book has been preserved,
efforts to trace documents in the German files in London and Washington which
dealt with the air attack were also unsuccessful,

by the C.-in-C. of the Luftwaffe, Operations Staff Intelligence, dated
10/11th May, 1940, v/hich was procured from London, limited itself to the
official version given in the German Armed Forces report.

Our

Situation Report No. 248

Not until after the end of our investigations were vre successful in
obtaining a few important original documents from private sources which
presented the hope of really clearing up points about the event,
the original documents - the historian's main sources of information -. could
not be traced, efforts had to be made to appeal to as Vi/ide a circle of
witnesses as possible. Attempts had to be made to find people \7ho would.be
both in a position to and be prepared to give evidence about the matter either
as direct or indirect v/itnesses.

While

(4) Eider's information ?/as given as the result of a request made by
Dr. Zwolfer (the Freiburg Archives official) on 2 Oct. '47 and by Dr. Hefele
(the head -of the department) on 24 Oct. '47 in letters.on the 7th and 27th '
Oct. '47. See, St&t, Hauptverwaltung, Vol. 2, pp. I-4. Photostat copies
of these letters may be found in the Institut fur Zeitgeschichte, Zeugenschrifttum
240, III, S. 6-9; (institute for Contemporary History, Witnesses' ^
Correspondence, 240, III, pp. 6-9). N.B.
abbreviated "IfZ, ZS. ".

In future this source will be

(5) Stadt. Hauptverwaltruig, Vol. .1, , ■ .

(6) Preserved in the Freiburg in Breisgau Town Archives. '

copies of the relevant sections of the war diary in the archives of the IfZ,
ZS/A-5, (appendix).

There are photostat
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The follovi/ing list may give some idea of the extent of the enquiries
which proved necessary when we investigated this event (which took place on
one day within a small area),
organisations concerned were written to:~

Fuhrer* s H.Q.;-

The Adjutants of the Army, Air Force and Wavy and the Liaison Officer
of the S. S.

Supreme Command of the Arr^d i^rceSj^ Foreign Affairs/Counter Intelligence
Department: -

The following witnesses from the units and

The Heads of Sections I and III and two other senior officers on the staff

of Admiral Canaris,

Supreme Command of the Luftwaffe and Reich Air Ministry;-

The Intelligence Chief at C.-in-C, Luftwaffe H. Q. and three.other officers

in this department; the Chief of Staff to the Director General of

Luftwaffe Equipment; the Director of the Office of Minister for Air;
the Chief of Staff and Adjutant to Reichsmarschall Goering; the
Director of Luftwaffe Signals and his Aircraft Reporting Chief; the
Head of the Air Ministry Technical Branch; the Head of Luftv/affe
Inspection Branch j3 (A.R.P. ).

Army Group C;-

Chief of Staff.

Luftflotte 3;-

The Judge Advocate; the H.Q. Commaiidant; Senior Personnel Officer;
Operations Clerk, the Adjutant to the Senior Signals Officer.

7th Army'H.Q.

Chief Quartermaster; Senior Personnel Officer.

Luftgau VII:-

Chief of Operational Staff; Quartermaster; Situation Officer

(intelligence); 0ps2(A,A.); Ops. 3 (A.R.P. ),

33rd, Army Corps;-

Chief of Staff.

Bomber GeschY^rader 51:“

O.C. Ill Gruppe and 20 other officers in theGeschwader Commander;
Geschwader.

A. A.: -

O.C. and Medical Officer HeavyO.C. and Ops. Black Forest A.A. Group;

A, A. 1/491 (motorised).
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Aircraft Reporting and Air Raid Warning Seivioe;-

O.C. Aircraft Reporting Service Luftgau VII and tvjo further officers
in the section; the officers i/c the Donaueschingen and Stuttgart
Observer Post H. Q's.; the officer i/c the Freiburg Observer Post; the
officer i/c and the observer at the Lorettoberg Observer Post near
Freiburg; the officer i/c, the deputy and two plotters at the Air Raid
Warning Centre at Freibuxg in Breisgau,

Air Force Ammunition Depots;^-

The Director of the Raid Ammunition Depot.

Various other military rl. Qs. and units:-

The static artillery, officer for Freiburg-Horth and his adjutant; the
static artillery officer for Freibxirg-South; the Freiburg District

-  Commander; the Adjutant of bhe Fortifications Engineering H.Q.; the
Censorship Officer attached to the Vth irmy Corps H..Q. deputy at the
Baden Propaganda Office, . :

Civil Authorities

The Baden Land Commissioner; the Mayor, two assistants ajid one Freiburg
tovm councillor; the Chief Inspector of Police and the A.R. P. officer
at Freiburg Police H.Q.

Besides this we were able to draw upon the statements of 21 persons who
were either eye-witnesses of the incident or wfho had received ixiformation about

it from a third party,
the Institute as a result of notices which were inserted in the nev/spapers
"Freiburger Vfochenbericht" and "Badische Zeitung".

Our next task was to find out everything that we could about the incident

from all the available witnesses, no matter how closely or otherwise they
might have been concerned with vjhat took place.

Some of them were sent to us direct and some came to

No definite conclusions could be dravai until their various statements

combined to produce some unconflicting evidence about v/hat happened,
important point was that vie had to accept the possibility that when the
incident took place, steps may have been taken .(for various reasons) to
camouflage the true state of affairs,

evidence of an impartial group of witnesses was of particular importance
in a case such as that which we had under review.

One

It was therefore obvious that the

We are referring here
to those witnesses who took no actual part ir. what happened and who were in
no way responsible, but who were in a position to have a good idea of what
occurnred.

The following possibilities had to be examined;-

(1) Did Hitler order German aircraft to mal^e the attack so. that he had
an excuse for waging unrestricted air warfare?

(2) Did G-erraan aircraft fly off course and drop their bombs on Freiburg
by mistake? Or did they have -to. jettison their bomb load?

(3) Did enemy aircraft carry out a planned bombing offensive against the
civilian population or against militaxy objectives? Did they attack
openly or were they camouflaged as G-erman aircraft?
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(4) Were enemy air force personnel using German aircraft or were Geman
bombs dropped from enemy aircraft?

(5) Was it not also possible that enemy aircraft dropped their bombs on
Freiburg by mistake?

We now submit the results of our investigations,
detail because we think that this v/ill be the best way in i/^ich to clarify
conflicting public opinion about the incident,
turn our attention first to the general air situation in the Freiburg area on
May 10th, then we shall outline the conclusions which were readied at that

time about the origin of the bombs whicn were dropped and in a further section

we shall examine the contribution which the flying personnel involved can make
toivards the clarification of v/hat actually happened,
of the result of our investigations will be given in a final chapter, where we
shall Investigate how the German High Command and its propaganda machine
handled the matter.

Yfe are doing so in ful

In our examination, we shall

A further confirmation

l

II

What original documents giving information about the air situation on

10th May, 1940, are still at our disposal to-day? On Page 4 of the Freiburg
A.R.P. chief's war diary we read the following;- "The enemy aircraft
approached the town from the west under cover of an extensive thunder-cloud, out
of which they unexpectedly emerged at the moment that the bombs were dropped.
The number and the nationality of the aircraft could not be recognised, but
as far as one could tell, they were French machines".

According to K,¥. Straub, to whom the Freiburg municipality entrusted

the task of writing the "Daily Notes on Events during the War" (?), opinion
was divided about the direction from which the attack took place and as to
the number of aircraft iiivolved.

In his letter dated 5th June, 1955, (8) he points out that nobody in
Freiburg at the time had any doubts who was responsible for the raid, as
everyone felt s\ure that it had been carried out by enemy aircraft. ~
this reason he saw no need to address any enquiries about the matter to the
military authorities.

For

What value can be placed on the statements in the tv>fo diaries? Did

the men who wrote them Icnow about the reports which had been made to the
military authorities and were they informed as to the resiELt of the investi

gations? According to statements by the Mayor (9) and the tavm clerk of
Freiburg (IO), the town authorities took no part in the investigations, nor
were they informed of the result. The A^R.P. officer at Police H.Q. had the
impression that the Armed Farces showed a strong desire.tohandLe  the affair

themselves. His superior, the Freiburg Chief of Police, pointed out to him
emphatically that he ought not to bother about the matter and that it did not

come within his province (II). Cf course the Armed Forces might have good
reasons for making this suggestion, perhaps because the air raid warning
system had failed or because the A, A. did not go into action.

(7) St^t. Hauptverwaltung, Vol. 1, (1940/43), P> 7.

(8) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 97.

No. 43.

No. 115.

No. 112.

(9)

(■10)
(11)
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When General Dollmann^ the 0,-iii-G. of the yth Array in the Freiburg area,
appeared in the Mayor's office on the day after the attack to express the
Armed Forces' sympathy, the Mayor asked him what possible reasons he could
give for the attack having been made,
attention to the elaborate reporting system which came into operation when the
air raid v/arning v^as given (12).
that he had heard nothing which would give rise to any misgivings about the
Incident either from Dollmann or from General Zenetti, who was the 0.0. of
Luftgau VII at that time (i3).
the Armed Forces were anxious to keep quiet about the affair.

Dollmann limited himself to drawing

The former Chier of Police stated finally

It therefore seems a likely assumption that

It is here that we reach the limits of the reliability of both sources of
infomaation. It therefore remains for us. to prove whether eye-witness

Here we are dealing for the most part withaccounts may tell us more,

former personnel from air raid warning sections., airci’aft reporting sites
and A. A. units (v/ho were stationed jn or around Freiburg) and some of their
accounts‘ agree 'with the statement that no enemy aircraft v/ere sighted over
the area at the time of the attack,

hcavever (14).
and departure of the aircraft, the number involved, the height at v/hich they
were flying and the height from which they dropped their bombs do not tally
and are full of contradictions,

attack was made (15); others that the bombs vvere dropped from a'great height

Others claim to have seen enemy aircraf

Some witnesses report that a low-level

(

t.
The observations of both groups v/ith regard to the approach

16).

(12) See Notes (9) and (iO).

(i3) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. ii4.

(14) Some of the reports are quoted in full or in an abbreviated from in the
"Freiburger YiTochenbericht" dated -lO/iith June '54 and 10/lith Feb. '55, also
in the "Badisohe Zeitung" dated 8th Dec, and 22nd Dec. '54.
both newspapers Y>/ere kind enough to let us see the originals of these.
Further statements reached us via the editors or came to us direct.

The editors of

Reports
claiming that the attack v/as one launched by the enemy may be found in the

Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, Nos. i, 4, 22, 28 (see also "Nation Europa",
V0I.. 4), 29, 35, 42, 49, 51, 63,. 76, 84, 103, 105, 106.
German aircraft launched the attack may be found in the ■■Archives of the IfZ,
ZS/A“5, Nos. 3, 19, 38', 39, 56, 94, I08 and in "'vYitnesses' Correspondence",
No. 610.

Reports claiming that

(15) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, Nos. 19, 49, 94, 105,' IO6.

Nos. 51, 63.(16)
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Some say that they saiv eighteen aircraft (17), others six (18), three
(19) or tvi/o (20) and two witnesses claim that the bombing was carried out by
only one aircraft (21).
approached vaiy between south, south-west, west and east,
crepancies apply to the direction in which the aircraft flew off after the

raid, although most v^rcnesses thought they flev/ towards the west.

The contradictory nature of these reports can be explained to some extent
by the weather conditions prevailing at the time of the raid, although here
also the evidence provided is controversial. Fortunately, however, the
original weather reports have been preserved so that this point can be
clarified. We quote a transcription which the German meteorological service
made available to us (22):-

Reports as to the direction from which the aircraft
The same dis-

"10 May. 1940

Freiburg i. Br, Meteorological Station (Botanical Gardens)t-

14.30 hrs. Temperature 19.8 degrees Centigrade; armosphere pressure 9.6 mm.;
relative humidity 56^; north-westerly wind, force 4; sky
5/10ths obscured by cloud;

Freiburg Aircraft Meteorological Station:-

sunny? no rain since 07.30 hrs.

14.30 hrs. Misty; visibility 10 to 20 km.; N.W. wind, force 2; sky
4/l0ths to 6/l0ths obscured by cumulus cloud; cloud-base 1,500
to 2,000 metres abive sea-level.

As at 14.30.15.00 hrs.

15.30 hrs. As at 14.30.

16.00 hrs. Misty; visibility 10 to 20 1cm.; E. wind, force 1; sky 7/10th3
to 8/10ths obscured by cumulus, strato-cumulus and alto-cumulus
cloud; cloud-base 1,500 to 2,000 metres abcveground-level.

(17) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 42.

No. 40.(18)

(19) Nos. 4, 35, 38, 106.

No. 29.(20)

(21) Nos. 28 and 29.

one of the reports is not typical, but we quote it because of its remarkable
He (i.e. the airman) leant over to the right and looked down at

When he raised his head.

The following extract fr

content:

the ground as if he were looking for something,

om

he stared at me and I saw bis long, mournful face With its unkempt black
moustache hanging down over his lips,
more like a gipsy or a Southerner,
impression on me that I should recognise it to this day.

He didn’t look like a German to

That murderous face made such an

me -

(22) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, appendix.
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If the sky was y/^Oths to 8/l0ths obsciared and if the cloud-base was
1,500 to 2,000 cietres above ground-level, there can be no doubt that the
approaching aircraft (which, according to the inajority of the witnesses,
flying at a height of 2,000 metres or more (23)) coxald only have been seen
from time to time through gaps in the clouds. It is easy for people not to
look sufficiently carefully at aircraft or to identify them falsely when they
only catch unexpected glimpses of them in this way. This applies particularly
to casual, civilian observers who have not received training in aircraft
recognition. Nor must we forget that people's normal reaction when they hear
bombs falling is to associate then with enemy aircraft. When we add to this
the fact that I5 years have elapsed since the attack took place, it is
understandable that v/e coxild not use all the eye-witnesses accounts
ind is crininat ely.

We can, however, attach more importance to reports from those witnesses
who had been specially trained ' and whose particular task it v/as to look out
for enemy aircraft in the area and to receive or send out reports. We can
do this even more because they were in a position to get to knov; about the
reactions and measures which the incident produced at command level. The chief
people to take into account are the men who were stationed at the observer post
on the Lorettoberg near Preibuirg and at the Air Raid, Warning Centre in the
town (who were in direct telephonic touch ?;ith one another) and those who were
stationed at the observer post in Donaueschingen, who received reports from
other posts as well (24). Because of the many links in the aircraft report
ing service, we also tried to get into touch with the former personnel of
neighbouring observer posts. The information we received maJces it obvious that
important evidence was disregarded.

were

The v/itnesses whom vie questioned said unanimously that there were no
The foUovving is anenemy aircraft over Preibtirg at the time of the attack,

extract from the rqxrrt made by the officer who was on duty at that time in
the Lorettoberg observer post (25);-

We heard the sound of aircraft for a considerable time,

hung over the south of Freiburg,
the noise of aircraft,

Suddenly we spotted three He. 111s to the west (iir the direction of
Ihringen-Breisach) and confirmed that they had German markings on them.
These aircraft v/ere flying at 1,500 to 2,000 metres. They came tov'/ards
Freiburg in wedge formation and thinned out one behind the other about

half-way between Breisach and Freiburg,
bombs exploding along the ground in the same direction as that in which
the aircraft ?/ere flying
observer post and he joined me.
exploding along the Breisach to Freiburg railway line near the artilleiy
barracks and up to the main statioii,
direction of Kandel, v/here they tiorned and then flew on slightly to the
north of Breisach iii wedge formation once more. "

(23) Archives of the IFZ, ZS/A-5, Nos. I3, 22, 35, 39, 51 and IO6.

No, 26.

Thunder cloud

Suddenly we saw throe

I immediately informed the officer i/c t

Then the aircraft flewr off in the

(24)

s

sent through regular reports about

he
Then we both saw another stick of bombs

(25) No. 39.
correct by the former chief of the observer post.

These statements have been certified
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The Deputy A.R.P. chief at the Air Raid Warning Centre in Rreihurg at
that time confirmed (in a statement made on 1 i th Novemher, 1947) that the.
Lorettoherg ohserver post reported German and not enemy aircraft, even when
this was qi;...ried (26).

The A.A. furnishes us with a proof that the ViOritten reports which were
on hand at that time in the aircraft reporting posts and in the Air Raid
Warning Centra mentioned German and not enemy aircraft. The local population
had reproached the A.A. for having failed lamentably in its duties. Althou^
the Bla.ck Forest A.A, Group received reports directly after the attack that

the bombs had been dropped by German aircraft, the O.C. (and the O.C. 491
Heavy A.A. Battery), thought it right to check up on the situation in some
detail. On looking throu^ the reports, it was seen that only German air
activity had been recorded (2?). The officer i/c the Air Raid Warning
Centre, who, on returning from leave, looked through all the reports vdiich
had come, in on the day in question, has the same story to tell us (28).

There only remains the question as to vdiether the reports given by
the Lorettoberg observer post were incorrect and whether other information

was on hand at the Donaueschingen observer post H.Q. Why did this H.Q.
query the accuracy of the Lorettoberg report, saying that it "knew nothing
about Gcrmen aircraft" (29)? We gleaned some information about this from a
Freiburg solicitor vdio knew the servicemen who were stationed at Donaueschingen,

as he had been in charge of the aircraft reporting section in Freiburg before
the war {30), When he asked what \ms the matter and what the observer posts
had reported, he was simply given the messages from the Lorettoberg (which
have already been mentioned) saying that only German aircraft - and not .enemy
ones - had been identified.

(26) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 38. The chief plotter who T/as on
duty at the time of the attack even thinks he remembers the follovdng
message;- "Three He, Ills over the observer post flying tovirards the airfield

are dropping bombs on the main station," (ZS/A-5, No. 3). The Officer i/c
the local air reporting section, who, as far as he remembers, happened to be
on the Lorettoberg at that time, also reports that the aircraft v/hich were
dropping bombs yi/ere identified as German. He heard "the sound of aircraft

in the direoticn of Freiburg" (v/hich was mentioned in the report we quoted)
and saw Geman aircraft appear through the clouds and, after the bombs had

been dropped, he saw: .them, "disappear into the clouds again as quietly as
they had come." (ZS/A-5, No. 56).

(27) Archives of the IfZ, ZS 61O, p. 4, and ZS/A-3, No. 108. It shoiild be.
noted that, in accordance v/ith regulations, all the reports had been rendered
in vritrig.

(28) Archires of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 94.

(29) Archi-ves of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 39.

(30) Ditto.
Donaueschingen Observer Post H.Q. could be produced, although repeated
efforts were made

Unfortunately no report from the former officer i/c the
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In addition to these messages there are two more reports at oirr disposal
T/hich may he of especial importance. This is so partly 'because they come
from witnesses who might "De suspected of trying to justify themselves and
partly because they show that there v/ere no reports on hand about enemy air
craft at other aircraft reporting, centres. The -v'/riter of one of the reports
Tiras at that time duty officer at the aircraft movement report collecting
centre for Luftgau III in Tfiesbaden and was urged by his intelligence officer
and his chief of staff to obtain exact details about the incident. The -vvriter

of the other one, a Rreibiarg architect, was an A.A, telephone operator at tlie
Nuremberg citadel. The former received information from the observer posts
in Stuttgart and Mannheim and the latter received his from Ettenheim and in

both cases the same nev/s was passed, i.e. that the aircraft concerned were

German (31)•

In viev/ of all this there ought really to be no doubt about the air

situation, vrere it not for the fact that we also received a report from the
man wrho wras the commanding officer of the 7th Aircraft Reporting Section in
Luftagau 'VII at that time and who tells us that he undertook a detailed

investigation. He summarises tlie result as follows (32):-

Prom the observer post (Preiburg?) the aircraft (the exact nxmaber was
not definite) v«2re spotted circling in tlae clouds over the Tuniberg a
short time before the attack.

It

As the aircraft kept disappearing behind the clouds, it was impossible
to be certain about tlieir nationality or their exact number and they

were accordingly reported as "t\TO to three enemy machines", (This is
in accordance with regulations (33)*) bombs were dropped by one
airci’aft, which suddenly made its appeax’ance out of the clouds, pressed
home a sharp attack and then turned Trest,Tards, landing at the eastern

foot of the Vosges, This machine v/as identified as a Caudron and

reported as such. The hci^t from vdiich the bombs -were dropped v/as
ZfDO to 500 metres -

v/hcreabouts of the other aircraft over the Tuniberg - -

of the attack, no German machines Vi/ere airborne in the immediate

vicinity of Preiburg - - -"

No more information was forthcoming as to the
At the time

(31) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, Nos. 7l and 93.

(32) Archives of the Ii'Z, ZS/A-5, No, 76.

(33) Tbe ajccuracy of this statement has been challenged (see Archives of the
IfZ, Z^A-5, No. 3). The officer i/c the Air Signals Aircraft Reporting
Centre does not keep to it in the follov/ing extract from his general accoxmt
of the Aircraft Reporting Service:- "8,15: Unknown aircraft,

four aircraft flying Icny." i
Unfortunately the relevant official Luft\/affe publication was not at our

disposal.

8.1 6; T\-70 to

(See Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No, 16).
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£)-thou^ this report contradicts the evidence of some very important
witnesses, vre found it necessary to check these statements as they emanated
fi’om the officer responsible for the tactical side of the aircraft reporting
units In Luftgau Yll. Is- it possible that he gained some information about

which nobody else kney/ and, if so, virhence did it come (3^)?

IThen we investigated the matter, the staff of the Lorettoberg observer
post in Freiburg were able to reject this theory straight away, as their own
reports contradicted this claim. The Donaueschingen observer post H.Q.,
which also received reports from other observer posts, declared that its

report that German aircraft vreve circling over Freiburg and that no enemy
aircraft had been identified was not queried at a hi^er level of command (35)>
which would certainly have happened if its reports had proved to be incorrect.
All sorts of questions were asked, numbers of people were interviewed and
officers from tha Freibinrg Luftgau -H.Q. made frequent visits to examine the
written evidence, but nobody made any mention of an -unsatisfactory report.

The Lxiftgau H.Q. Chief of Staff (36) and the Operations Officer (37),
likemse the Intelligence Chief at Supreme Command of the Luftwaffe H.Q. (38),
to whom VTC submitted the report for comment, all declared (independently of
one another) that they had never heard anything about a French Caudron air
craft being the peiqjetrator of the attack. The duty officer at the Air Raid

y/aming Centre, in Freiburg ri^tlj'- replied that he should have had access to
this report vihen he was intervie^yed so that lie migh’b have compared it with
his o^7n, "which wras in direct contradiction to it (39)> The commanding' officer
of the Black Forest A.A. Group asserted that if this had really been the state
of affidrs, both the A.A. and the Aircraft Reporting Service would have been

severely reprimanded. This had not been the case, however, and he had not

even been asked to submit a report (40). The only possible remaining
explanation is "tiiat some confusion may have arisen because a Potez 63 (4-1 )
made an incursion into the Kaiserstuhl region and then set off on-its home
ward course near Lahr, The intelligence officer remembers clearly that the
presence of this French reconnaissance aircraft was not taken into accoiont ■

when the attack was being investigated. In the special report vtiich
Intelligence sent to the Luffwaffe Operations Staff on the af"bernoon of

lOth May, it was stated that this aircraft could not have been in the area at

the time concerned (4-2),

(34-) No details could be ascertained about the scope of the enquiry and the
particulars upon which it was based. According to the technical eiide and
adviser on "the operational side at H.Q. (Archi-ves of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 1+6),
it seems likely that it consisted of .an examination at a later date of the

plotting carried out by the aircraft reporting service, which was probably ,
undertaken by the commanding officer. The technical aide was quite certain
that he did not conduct tlie enquiry himself.

(35) /a-chives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 39. 1

"  " ZS 605, p. 6.

"  " ZS 387, P. 3.

"  " ZS 140, p. .20,

"  " ZS/A-5, No. 3o

"  " ZS 610, p. 7.

A modem French m-ulti-purpose machine, which v/as used as a filter,
a long range reconnaissance aircraft and a light bomber. See Feuchter,
Georg W.: "Gescliichte des Luftkrieges'’, Bonn 1954, P» 83.

(4-2) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 117. (This special report is quoted
in full later.)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(4f)

(41)
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We have now reached the point Y/here v/e can indicate what reports were
forthcoming from British and Drench sources. According to information

supplied on 8th August, i 955, hy the French Ministry of National Defence (x),
French bombers did not attack German territory until the ni^t of the iO/iith
May, i 9^0, and naval aircraft did not do so until tte i3/i4-th May.

Reconnaissance aircraft did in fact operate on that day, but they did
not fly over the regidns of the Upper Rhine. The most southerly point vdaich
they touched was Wissembourg in Northern Alsace (i4-3)" The Frence Air Force
was very anxious not to give the numerically superior Lxifty/affe any excuse
for carrying out reprisals, YYhich v/ere much feared, and so it enployed
cautious tactics. This is confirmed by the Geirnan military personnel
concerned at that time (H-). Denis Richards, author of the official history
of the R.A.F., also says that this was so (45) and his Yvord carries
considerable weight, for he had access to the secret reports issued by the
French Air Force v/hen he was maldng his study of the air war during May and
June of 1 949.

As a result of carefud research, Richards establishes the fact that

Britain had no plans for attacking Freiburg on iOth May, and that no R.A.P.
aircraft coiild have, bombed the toYm by mistake, thus disproving the theory
that the raid v/as a ruthless British attack. Four times during that after
noon advanced formations, of R.A.F. bombers, YYhich yjere based in the Rheims
area, attacked German road convoys YYhich YYere piishing on tovYards LtixEmboiUYg
City via Echtemach. Attacks Y'rere launched from British bases on the German

occupied airfields of Waalhaven and Ypenburg in Holland. It YYas not .until

the night of the l0/i1th May that nine R.A.F. bombers fleYY from En^and to
attack lines of comm-unications along the German frontier in the Geldem,
CleTOs and Wesel areas (46).

When.YYe consider these tvYO reports, it beccxnes obvious that no part of
Reich territory was attacked either by British br by French bombers' dioring
the daytime on iOth May, 1949.' French bomber formations YTCre not in opera
tion until the ni^t of the l0/l1thMay, and the R.A.P, limited itself to
attacks on targets in Luxembourg and Holland. French reconnaissance flints
only took place in the regions of the Rhine and the Moselle and to the Yvest
of Karlsruhe.

(43) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, appendix.

(4k) ZS610, p. 6, ZS605, p. 6 and ZS6l 2,ZS140, p. 19;
p. 28.

(45) (in his letter dated 28th Feb., '55). See "Royal Air Force, 1939-45",
(London H.M.S.O, ), Vol. 1: Denis Richards: 'The Fi^t at Odds' , (l954),
Chapter XL, P. 430 and Vol, 2: Denis Richards and Hilary St. George Saunders:

'The Fi^t Avails', (l954). Chapter IX, p, 415- ,,

(46) Richards' report was submitted to the former Intelligence Chief at
Supreme Command of the LuftvYaffe H.Q,, for comment. He confirmed that

Richards' description of Allied air activity" on 10th May, 1940 corresponds
in most respects YYith liis ovTn recollections of eYrents on the TiTestern Front
on that day. See ArciiiYYes of the IfZ, ZS149, p. 25.

(s) Ministe'he de la Defense Nationale et des Forces Armees 'Guerre',
Etat-Major de I'Armee, 2 erne Bureau.
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These statements Ih’om reputehle Rrench and British sources tally in most
respects with the German report (ss) concerning the air situation in the Reich
{1+7). Even here, however, there is an entry to the effect tliat Rreiburg was
attacked “by enemy aircraft and so vre still have to test the validity of this
statement, despite the authoritative pronouncements of the Service Historique
and of Denis Richards.

Having investigated the air situation and drawn what conclusion v/e can

from it in our attempt to discover the originators of the attack, we tLtrn
next to the question of the unexploded homhs and homh splinters v/hich were
discovered in Erexburg and which may provide us witii further information. As

far hack as 1940 investigations were carried out in this connection. Luftgau
H.Q. instructed the officer i/c the Observer Post H.Q. in Ereihurg to examine
the bombs and bonib splinters with the help of the airfield staff and to find

out vdiere they had come from. He and a technical inspector from the airfield

did so and it was found that they were German bombs. This information was
communicated by telephone and the officer v/ho received it gave oi'ders that the
entire staff of the Observer Post H.Q. be sv/orn to strict secrecy about the
matter (4-8). Independently of this, the officers responsible for tlie A.A.
defences in the Ereibxxrg area also carried out investigations in order to
be certain that their -units were not at farJilt. They discovered the tail
unit of a bomb which was definitely of German make '(4-9). It is not known
what other information may have been forthcoming, but it appears that the
Luftgau experts had no doubts about the matter by the e-vening of that day.
Tlae former adjutant -tjo the senior signals officer in Luftflotte 3 informs
us that Generaloberst Korten (who was the Luftflotte Chief of Staff at that
time and quartered in the same building as the adjutant) -told him in the la-te
e-vening of May I0th or 11th (50) that on examining the bonb splinters, the
Idinioh Luftgau -liras certain they were of German origin (51 )•

(x) Situation Report No, 248, Supreme Command of -the Luftwaffe, Operations
Staff In-telligence, No. 8850/4C (secret), da-fced lO/l1thMay, 194D, Part A,
Section I, para, (a), (Military Operations on lOth May and dtjring tte ni^t
of the lO/11-fch May).

(47) There is a photostat copy of Si-tuation Report No. 248 in the appendix
of the Archives of tlie IfZ, Z^A-5.

(45) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 56. The officer i/c -the Observer
PoE-fc H.Q. told us that the men were informed about this at l8(X) lirs. on that

day (Arcliives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 39).

(49) .Archives of the IfZ, ZS610, p. 5 and ZS/A-5, No. IO8.

(50) ilccording to o-fcher reports at our disposal, the date vras presumably
May 10th,

(51) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 111.
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No sooner did tho Luftgau feel that the whole affair had been settled
than orders came tlirough from Goering for the matter to he thoroughly
investigated (52). The director of the Haid Luftmuiia (53) informs us that
he was instructed to carry out the investigations hy Generadmajor Spruner
von Merz, O.C. Luftwaffe Equipiient Giaippe 7. The homh fragments were
collected hy experts and were sent to him in a sealed goods wagon under
conditions of the utmost secrecy. He estimated that these fragments were
the remains of i 2 to honibs.

electric fuses or remnants of fuses,

thin-walled homh case seemed to he of German origin. "But in spite of a
number of distinguising marks, it was impossible"  - he told xis - "to he sure
which firm manufactured the bombs or when they were made. At all events,
they could not have come frcm an Air Force Ammunition Depot - -
the homh catses had obviously been made a very considerable time ago, he
formed ilie opinion that they dated from the time of the Danish Civil War and
that they had "fallen into other hands" from tlere (54).

He did not receive any unexploded bombs,
j  He came to the conclusion that the

—II Since

This report is of interest for teo reasons. The Chief of the 'Bomb'
Section in tlie technical office of the German Air Ministry told us that it
vrould in fact be sinpile to identify the bombs and fuses as being German from
the serial numbers imprinted on them (55).
of the unexploded bombs at the time.

Ammunition Depot had no access to the une^ploded bombs or the German type
electric fuses v/hile it was carrying out its investigations (56). We may
well ask ourselves whether this could have been an oversight, since we know
that there were no less than 21+ unexploded bombs amongst the total of 69
bombs dropped on Freiburg (57). It is certainly surprising that tiiose
items vdiich were obviously of importance for the investigation -were the very
ones T/hich were not sent.

He was shown a photograph of one
In contrast to this, the Air Force

This is even more remarkable when we consider that the men who collected

the evidence for the Haid Ammunition Depot vrere supposed to be experts (58).
We come across the same difficulties here as vre did when finding out about the
air situation; at first the state of affairs seemed clear and then doubts
were raised. Whereas the witnesses who told us about the events themselves

nearly all referred to German aircraft and German bombs, yet in the reports
about the investigations which took place at that time the question of the
attack being launched by the Germans was either denied or described as

inpossible to prove.

(52) Archives of the IfZ, ZS605, p. 4.

(53) The Haid Air Force Ammmition Depot.

(54) Reader's letter in the Metzinger-Urbacher Volksblatt, Tbb., '55 and
Letter to the Institute, dated 23 April, '55 (Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5,
No. -107).

(55) Archives of the IfZ, ZS6O6, p. 3ff. Cf. Note (58).

(56) Cf. the Report from Luftwaffe Equipment Gruppe 7, dated 16 May, '40,
■which we reproduce later.

(57) Freibixrg A.R.P. Chief's Ilex Diary, -1939-45, p. 5, vri.th a:^ndix "la (map
shovfing bombs dropped during the first air raid on 10 May, '40; and StMt.
Hauptvervwaltung, Vol, 1, p. 94.

(58) Archi-ves of -tiie IfZ, ZS611, p.5. The Chief of Staff for -fche Director
General of Luf-U-\raffe Equipment mentions an expert v/ho was sent -to Freiburg
who examined an unexploded bomb and some splinters and clearly identified them
v;-lth 50 kilogram Geiman bombs. It cannot, hoive-ver, be assumed that this man
was in charge of -the collection of the bomb fragtients.
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According to witnesses’ statements, the teclinical side of the investiga
tion was handled hy TJdet, the Director General of Luftwaffe Equipment,
was he vdio conferred with Goering about the incident. We also knov^ that viien
the news of tlie attack on Freiburg reached Goering in the late afternoon^on
May 10th, he 16031116 very excited. He is said to have exclaimed: "!IIhis is a
fine way for our campai^a to start. I and the Luftwaffe have made complete
fools of ourselves. How can this business be vindicated in the eyes of the
German people?" He immediately gave orders that court-martial investigation
be carried out amongst the bomber units in Fliegerkorps V and that a detailed
technical enquiry be made into the question of where the bombs had come from.

By the evening, however, his attitude had changed completely.
Intelligence Chief was amazed when he noticed this, for he knew that Goering
usually let such mishaps prey upon his mind for a long time. When it was
announced in the late news bulletin on the German radio that Freiburg had been

attacked by enemy aircraft, Goering rubbed his hands with deliglit. The former
Intelligence Chief went on to tell us that he gathered from conversations at
table that "in view of the lack of evidence as to -who had dropped the bombs,
it had been thought convenient to assume that the French had raided Freiburg"
(59). How can we account for Goering's change of attitude and how was it
possible to talk about a 'lack of evidence'? Might it be that Goering md
Udet had conferred in the meantime and that the latter had set the machinery
in motion for this annomcement to be made?

It

The

The whole affair was handled with the utmost secrecy at the highest level
of conmand. The importance of the Freiburg raid became obscured to some
extent by the rapid succession of other events on the Yfestem Front, ^e
aFfair was not Jicntioned openly even v/ithin Goering's close circle (60).
According to his Chief of StafT, Udet was very taciturn (6l ). In a strictly
confidential conversation wiiii Goering, he once discussed tlie possibility of
orders having been given for a deliberate attack to be made on Freiburg, but
this idea was dismissed. He showed his bomb expert a photograph of an
unexploded boirib which had been found in Freibvirg and asked whether it T;ere ̂
possible that the enemy had used German bombs. The officer concerned replied
that the Reich Association of Aircraft Industries had sold German bombs and

aircraft to foreign countries before the war and that, conversely, because of
a shortage of ammunition, a whole German Gescliwader viras equipped with French
and Czech bombs which had been captxrred in Poland. In this case, however, it
was easy to see where the unexploded bomb had come from by the numbers stamped
on it and on the fuse (62). Naturally any other organisation which had to do
with this business kept the whole affair a strict secret. The officer

conducting the investigation at the Hand Air Force Ammunition Depot told \js
that Generalmajor Spruner von Merz repeatedly said that the investigation was
proceeding in a very negative way. Finally it was assumed that the bombs dated
from the time of the Spanish Civil War and that they had been dropped by eneiTiy
aircraft (63). Generalmajor Spruner von Merz was the officer to whom Haider
referred as follows (in his letter to the Freiburg Archives Department dated
7th October, 1947):- "After I had retired lOrom my post ̂  Any Chief of
General Staff, I was appealed to about the Freiburg affair by a Luftf/affe
general who v/as well IcnoiTn to ire personnally and whose attitude to the Thard

He infcmed me that whenReich was that of an officer of the old school,

he was employed in his technical capacity a.t that time, he received a report
Avhich stated that German bombs had been dropped on Freiburg. This^he passed

higher authority with the request that an explanation be given" (64).on to a

(59) Archives of the IfZ, ZS14O, pp. 10-12 and p. 17 ff.

(60) See Note (59).

(61) Archives of the IfZ, ZS6l1, p. 5*

ZS606, p. 3 ff.

ZS/A-5, No. 107,

ZS2hO, III, p. 7. This report is presumably the
letter dated 1 6 May, 1 94G v^hich we quote later.
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It is not knomi. whether otlier departments took the same action, hut it seems
fairly certain that they did so since the resiilts of the enquiry which the
Director General of Luftwaffe Equipment had set afoot filled a bulky file
(65). The Intelligence Chief at Suprene Command of the Luftwaffe H.Q.
remembers clearly tliat the results did not prove conclusively that German

homhers carried out the attack. He did add, hov/ever, tliat "it could he
concluded from the files that the honibers which attacked Rreihurg were
prohahly German" (66).

We also gained tlie same impression as a result of investigations amongst
the flying personnel. Let us now turn our attention to them and to the

events which took place in connection with the Rreihurg raid,

looked as if our enquiries would not neet with any success,

certain was that Eireihurg lay in the sector from which attacks vrere carried
out hy Bomher Geschwader 51. The former C.O, of the Geschwader stated in a
letter to the "Marhurger Presse" on 6th Decemher, 1947, that when the aircrew
personnel were questioned during the court-martial investigations, they all
declared that they had dropped their honibs on the targets they had been told
to attack and not on Rreihurg. A personal interview with the G.O. on

8th Decemher, 1954 did not yield any more information (67), It v/as thus not
surprising that out of 22 former members of the Geschwader, 14 were unable to
give any information as to riio carried out the attack. Several of them even

denied that their units had had anything to do with the attack.

At first it

All that was

At the end of November, 1 954? however, an account v/ritten by a former
Luftwaffe officer appeared in a number of nev;spapers in south-west Germany
(68) which stated that three aircraft from Bomber Geschwader 51 had lost
their bearings and had attacked Rreiburg instead of Mulhouse. An illustrated
magazine seized upon tliis information and got into touch with the man who gave
it and three witnesses whom he named. The result nas a sensational

illustrated article entitled: "Borribs which affected E’jrope, The Tragedy of
Eiaeiburg explained at last" (69).

During the course of otur investigations, however, we discovered that the
information given by these tlrree witnesses v/as second-hand (70) and could
therefore not be considered valid for an assertion of such importance,
was certainly noteworthy that the Luftwaffe officers concerned said that

Mulhouse was the target for that day and not Dijon-Lonvic (which was given as
the target in the war diary of III Gruppe),

It

(65) Attempts to discover this file amongst the captured Luftwaffe material
in London were fruitless. It must be regarded as lost.

(66) See Note (59).

(67) Archives of the IfZ, ZS6l 2, pp, 15 ff., 30 f. and 27: He thinks that
it will never be possible to know definitely who dropped the bombs.

(68) Amongst others: "SchwSbisches Tagblatt" dated 26 Nov. '54 and "Badisohe
Zeitung" dated 29 Nov. '54.

(69) "Quick", 1955, No. 6 (5 Ebb.),

(70) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, Nos. 11, 27 and 34.
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Information received from the department responsible for informing next
of kin about German servicemen killed in battle makes it seem probable that
'S.' (•who was alleged in the report to be -tiie officer responsible for the
attack) did not belong to III Gn:5)pe on iO-th May, but to I Gruppe (71 )•
According to the Geschwader commander, however, only III Gruppe was concerned
if the bombs had in fact been dropped by accident, so vm deemed it wise to
exercise caution when dealing with these reports (72). There was also some
doubt as to whether we could vdiolly rely upon the memories of the witnesses
concerned.

Meanwhile, se-veral important witnesses had declared (some positively and
sonB conditionad-ly) that the bombs had been dropped by mistake. The
Intelligence Chief at Supreme Command of the Luftwaffe H.Q. wrote the follow
ing in his daily notes: "Unfortuna'tely there was an accident diiring the
cam5)aign in Rrance when a German bomber Gruppe lost its way in bad weather,
mistook Freiburg for a French tovm and dropped bombs on the railway sta'tion
there." He also repor'ted ’that Generalfeldmarschall von Greim (who v/as in
charge of V Pliegerkorps at the beginning of the Yfestem Campaign) said tiiat
the attack had been made by German aircraft (73). The Chief of Staff of
Army Group 'C made air entry ■to ■the same effect in his diary (74). Furthermore,

A crazy ■thing has happened.Generaloberst Korten is repor^ted to have said:
A certain officer was supposed to attack the French term of X, but he flew
off his course and dropped his bomb load on Freib^urg by mistake." (75).

Tiihile we viere carrying out our investigations, we of ■ten had the
impression that we were going round in circles,
point which we had reached before and against which a large question mark
stood. It v/as not until after more that six months’ correspondence that we
succeeded in escaping from this vicious circle and were recei^ving reports
which, by reason of their clear-out sta^tements, con'tributed very considerably
■to -tlie final solution of o^ur problem. We got into touch with the former
C.O. of In Gruppe, who stated ■the following:-

"During ■the questioning of oxie of the junior aircrews, whose O.C. was
leutnant S. (who v/as Idlled later in the campaign), the following
information was divulged: -

'After starting off from Landsberg, I frequently had to fly
blind and in so doint, I apparently got off course. When I
thought I must be in the Dijon region (because of the time I
had been flying), I could see the ground in places, but I was
unable to get my bearings. I then charged course several
times, hoping to get my bearings throu^ gaps in the clouds.
Suddenly a fair-sized ■tovm with an airfield came into view.
I regognised Dijon and at X Itrs. I dropped my bombs on the
airfield. It was inq)ossible to see what effect this had
because of poor visibility. After dropping the bombs, I set
course for Landsberg. At first I flew blind again for part
of -the way. La^ter I flew below the clouds and could see ■the
ground.'

We kept coming back to a

Ltn, S.

(71 ) Al'^ter we had queried it, this information was confirmed by witnesses
corresixjndence Z^A-5, Nos. 11, 14, 37, 89, 9^ and ZS6l3, p. 7. His name
dees not appear in the III./KG51 war diary.
(72) Archives of the IfZ, ZS6l2, p, 33.

ZS14O, FP. 9 and 19.

ZS585, P. 4.

(73)

(74)

(75) See Note (5l).
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The time interval as described by Ltn. S, between the bombs being dropped,
and his aircraft landing was quite insufficient to cover a direct flight
from Dijon to Landsberg, but it was just about right for a fli^t from
Rreibiorg to Landsberg.

When aerial photographs of the airfields at Dijon and Rreiburg were
compared, it was seen that there was a rough similarity between them.

Ltn. S. admitted that the Freiburg airfield mi^t have been the one which
he attacked and he could give no definite assurance to the contrary.
The time factor on the return flight led us to the devastating conclusion
that Ltn. S,, after wandering off course and searching for the target for
a considerable time, had mistaken Ikeiburg for Dijon, He was very
disconcerted when he realised ttiis'' (76).

This Leutnant S. (77) is also referred to in the III Gruppe War Diarj^,
T/hich states the following:- "Three aircraft, led by Leutnant S., lost their
bearings over the Black Forest because of poor visibility. They carried out
an independent attack on tte airfield near Dole from a height of 5,000 metres"
(78). According to this account, all tliree aircraft v;ere involved and not
just the aircraft flovra. by Leutnant S. (which is implied in the report given
by the C.O. of III Gruppe). This is also borne out by the following state
ment made by the O.C. 8 Staff el (to which the aircraft under the command of

belonged):-

"As the sky was about seven-tenths covered v/ith cloud on that afternoon,
the Staffel v/as obliged to fly in loose formation so as to penetrate the
clouds and reach the necessary hei^t. The result Vfas that when the
formation came out above tlie clouds over the Black Forest, it had become
scattered. After making sevex*al banicing turns over the Black Forest,
I succeeded in linking up with two Ketten (s) in my Staffel, but the
tliird Kette (under the command of Leutnant ) viras missing. With my
two Ketten, I joined up with another Staffel from our Gruppe, which was
flying some way off, and set course for Dijon. After v/e got back from
operations, Leutnant —- had already landed with his Kette.

me tliat after coming out of the clouds, he had missed the Staffel and
so he and his Kette had attacked one of the alternative targets laid

down by the Gruppe" (79).

S.

He told

(76) Archives of the IfZ, ZS6'13, p, 4>

(77) This L3utnant S. is not the same man as the Oberleutnant S. mentioned
above and in "Quick". Tine Institute for Contemporary History Icnows the names
of both men.

(78) "22nd Sortie against France, 10 May 19L0", p. 49.

(k) Kette = 3 a/o; Staffel =9-12 a/c| Gruppe = 30 o/c.

(79) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 89. The 8th Gruppe of Bomber Geschwader
51, v/hen engaged on this operation, consisted of three Ketten under the command
respectively of Hauptmann Sch., Oberleutnant St. and Leutnant S. (v\±io was
killed during an attack on Portsmouth harbour on  1 2 August 1949). The first
two officers have given us personal reports and the Gruppe C.O. and the O.C.
Staffel have told us what they remember of the statement Leutnant S, made at

the time. It can thus be said that first-hand reports are available about
what happened.
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Taking these three reports together, it becomes obvious that the Kette
under the command of Leutnant S, lost touch with the rest of the formation

because of bad v/eather conditions and carried out tlie attack on the afternoon

of May I0th all on its own (80).

After returning to base, he told the O.C. of his Staffel that he had

attacked the alternative target (the airfield of DSle-Tavaux) instead of
Dijon (8l). According to official Ikench information, however, it seems that
Dole-Tavaux was not attacked on tiiat day (82), The officer conducting tte
enquiry did not know that, but he did know ‘chat the Kette under the command
of Leutnant S. had landed at base earlier than the other aircraft. The O.C.

Staffel believes he can remember this quite clearly, although the time entered
in the III Gruppe War Diary for the landing of aircraft 9K-CS (which S, flew)
is given as 18.17 h!?s. and that of his ovm machine was 18.14 hrs. This
shoifLd probably read 17<>17 ln*s., since, according to the entries in the War
Diary, aircraft 9K-CS and 9K-HS (which can both fairly safely be assumed as
having belonged to the Kette under the command of S.) landed at 17.15 and
17»30 brs. respectively (83).

So far, the only decisive results reached in our investigation have been

arrived at by means of verbal interrogation, but there are two original
documents which \7ill lend additional weight and vdiich should do much to quell
the doubts so often expressed by our witnesses as to whether it will ever be
possible to solve the Ereiburg mystery. In viev/ of their particular
importfnce, ive will quote them in full:-

(80) In this connection v/e must note the following observation by Oberleutnant
I am quite sure I did not see any bombs dropped, not did I notice any

aircraft leaving the formation" (see Archives of the IfZ, Z^A-5, No. $6).
Since, however, a contrary report is given both by the other two witnesses

and in the War Diary, we consider that ovir statement above is correct (see
Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. IO9).

(81 ) This reference to Dijon as the place which S. attacked can only be
explained as a lapse of memory on the part of the C.O. v/hen he was reconstruct
ing the statement S, made. The place mentioned in the War Diary is
Dole-Tavaux.

(82) See Note (43).

(83) Our assumption is confirmed by the statement made in the Intelligence
Memorandum dated 17 May 1940 (viiich we quote later) that three He.11 Is landed
in Landsberg at 17.20 hrs. As further evidence tiat Ltn. S. returned early,
we have a report from a former Liaftwaffe officer, \7ho was on the staff of the
bomber school for officer cadets in Neinuppin in 1944. One night in the mess,
two officers on a course tliere told him wiiat they knew of the Ereiburg incident.
In idiat he told us, he confirmed tliat the time taken for the return flight
incidated that the aircraft had flom back from Ereiburg and not from the more

distant area of Dijon or Doie-Tavaux (see Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A~5, No, 30).
As regards the entries in the War Diary, must not forget that we are dealing
with a carbon copy of a duplicate version which was written (on Gruppe
instructions) after the campaign in Erance (see Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5,
No. 27), because the original War Diary had been lost (l) It is certainly
remarkable that the entries are incorrect at this precise point. The former
O.C. 8 Staffel points out that there in another false entry in this copy of the
War Diary, v/here it is stated that he flew his sortie with 7 aircraft, v/hereas
in fact there were 9. His statement is verified in the Intelligence
Memorandum.

St.;-
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TOP SECRET

Prom: Munich, 1 6th May, 19¥^

(official Stanip:
received hy
Luftgau VII H.Q.
1 6th May, 1 9^05
Wo, 282f7, top
secret)

Luftwaffe Equipment Gruppe 7

7WGr.IV/B, Wo. h-80/liC, top secretPile Ref.:

SUBJECT: UWEXPLODED BOMBS IN PREIBURG

To: The Chief of Staff, Luftgau VII H.Q.

Major Greiner, of the Armaments Department, made  a verbal report to the
Intelligence Branch at Luftgau H.Q. on 1ith May, 194^0, a copy of which is
attached (84.).

The tail imit of the bomb v;hich vras dug up was sent via the Black Forest
A.A. Defence H.Q. and Luftgau Intelligence to the Luftv/affe Equipment Gruppe
and is nov/ with Gruppe TV. The bomb case and the fuse are still in the
ground.

It has been established that the bomb is definitely a German type
SC50 (x), \ih.ich was manufactured at the Schwabstadl Air Force Ammunition
Depot and issued at the bases of Landsberg, Memmingen and Lechfeld.

Further details are as follows: -

1. Bomb Case:

The central section of the case is cylindrical and about 200 mm, in
diameter. Some welding can be seen and felt on the front portion. The
overall length is about 680 mm. The name of the firm \ih.ich filled the bomb
with explosive and the month and year viien this
stamped on the centre line, the middle of the fuse and on the suspension loop.
About i5 cm. from the base the acceptance stamp "Wa.A. 636" is embossed.
Between the fuse and the suspension loop, the following is stamped: - "
filled with explosive tjpie 02",

The fuse is an El.A.Z.C.50(-l5) - electrical impact iype - Vidth the
marking "Rh.S.i 938.59«o*", which means that it was manufactured in 1938 "by
the firm of Rheinmetall in SBramerda and belonged to instalment (c) of the
59th delivery.

Drai/ings have been made of the bomb case and the fuse. A photograph
of these is on its way to you (85),

done ("Km. 10.38") iswas

14- =

(84) Not available.

(*) H.E. thin-cased bomb.

(85) This is with the official documents.
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2. Tail Unit:

This is made of ingot steel with a surface ^ mm. thick. The acceptance
stamp (two eagles with the inscription "Wa.A,597" snd that of the manufactur
ing firm "l^K & Co. 376 1938") is plainly embossed on it.

The whistling device (86) was fastened on to two opposing sides of the
tail surfaxae by screv/s and aluminium rivets. Tlie rivet heads and screws are
still In the drill holes. As this was rather remarkable, we asked various

amiHunition depots which bombs had these devices fixed on to them by both
screws and rivets. The Schwabstadl Air Force Ammunition Depot reported that
at the bases of Landsberg, Mernmingen and Lechfeld the vdiistlmg devices, all
of v/hich were originally fastened by aluminium rivets, became loose through
faulty handling and that personnel on the advanced air bases subsequently
secured them by screv/s.

Reasons T/hy the bombs failed to explode:

(a) Eitiier the fuse switch \ias not turned on in the air, which meant
that the fuse could not be charged, or

(b) the voltage of tlie battery was too lov/ to charge the fuse, or

(o) when the aircraft was being loaded, the charging connecting plug
was placed obliquely across the fuse, so that it did not drop do\wi the
22 mm. vdien the bomb was lowsred (and thus failed to charge tlie fuse) or
the connectdng plug may have been torn away before the current passed
through it. If this were the case, then the trouble could be traced to
a mistake made vdien the borribs v/ere being stowed. If tliis were the :reason

vhy the bombs failed to explode, sonB evidence would certainly be visible
on the aircraft itself in the shape of a missing connecting plug or a
bent or damaged one.

3.

(d) Another possible alternative is that the electrical circuit may have
been cut as a result of maching—gun fire or some other damaga. This
would have been detected by the Technical Superintendent.

It would therefore seem essential to find out which aircraft could

have dropped tte boiribs in question.

Action taten by the LuftvTaffe Equipment Gruppe:

At -16.00 hrs. on Saturday, l8th May, -I 9¥), the iO to 11 bombs which are
still in Freiburg - three of which are near -fche radio tovrer - will be
officially inspected, dug up and sent to the Raid Ammiznition Depot for safe
keeping, so that a closer examination of them can be made at any time.

1 Enclosure (^)
(3rd Intelligence Section,
attached to Luftwaffe

Equipment Grappe 7, IV/b)

4.

Signed:

V. Spruner

(86) This secret device (the "Jericho") was designed to accentuate the
of falling bombs.

(m) Missing.

scream
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Intelligence H.Q. Mmich 17 May, 1 Shfi

MEMORMDTM

According to the records of the Aircraft Movement Report Collecting Centre,
the following are the machines v/hich v/ere airhome between iif«00 and -17.00 hrs. on
I0th May, i94C and which may have flo\wi over Rreiburg;-

9 He. 11 is belonging to the 8 th Staff el of Bomber Geschwader 51, vaiidi
left Landsberg for France betv'/een I2f.33 and IA.39 hrs.

Three of these aircraft landed back at Landsberg at 17«20 hrs.
Distance from Landsberg to Freiburg: 225 km.

1.

3 He.llls belonging to the 5th Staffel of Bomber Gescln7ader 55,
v;hioh left Neu-Ulm at 1A.45 hrs. and landed back there at l6.55 hrs.

2.

Distance from Neu-Ulm to Freibtirg: 170 km.

No bombers left Memmingen or Lechfeld during the tii:ie in question.

Signed:

V. Donat (87)

In the first of these documents we find all the necessary details for
identifying the boinbs wrhich were not forthcoming from the officer in charge
of the investigation at "the Haid Anmunition Depot (88). The peculiar way in
which tlie whistling device was attached to the tail unit provided a clue which,
with the ̂ help of the Schwabstadl Amm'unition Depot, led us to turn o\Ar attention
to the air bases at Landsberg, Memmingen and Lechfeld.

Since wre knew (from the memorandum quoted above) that no bombers left the
latter tv/o bases during the time in question, tlie fiold was narrowed down to
Landsberg. It was there that the 8th Staffel of Bomber Geschwader 51 was
stationed (about Tdiioh we had already heard from otlier sources). According
to the Aircraft Movement Report Collecting Centre, this Staffel may have
flovm. over Freibxu-g at the time of the attack and three of its aircraft
landed baolc in Landsberg at 17.20 hrs.

(87) Oberstleutnant von Donat was Intelligence Officer at Luftgau VII H.Q.

(88) See Note (5^).
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As the Chief of Staff at V. RLiegerkorps stressed (89), it was the duty
of German airmen to do everything in tlieir povi/er to subdue the enemy air force
at the beginning of the campaign in the West. A glance at the map showing
where the attacks v;ere made (90) malces it clear that'the attacking aircraft
intended to bomb tlie airfield and the adjoining buildings, which were

erroneously thou^t to be enemy air force living quarters (9i). This
indicates that the attack v/as one carried out by ttie Germans,

some of the bombs fell wide of the target can be accounted for by the
peculiar visibility conditions on that day and the understandable state of
excitement which prevailed (as this was the first important air operation to
be carried out against the enemy). No doubt this meant that the bomb-release
devices were not used very accurately. This would seem to be particularly
true in tine case of the bombs vz-hich were dropped near the radio tower in the
district of Lehen, The possible reasons to account for the fact that no less
than 2if bombs failed to explode are listed in detail in the secret report made
by Luftwaffe Equipment Gruppe 7.

(89) Archives of the IfZ, ZS609, p,i4 - See also ZS6l 2, p.l7.

(90) See Note (57). - According to the local A.R.P. chief's war diary (p. 5),
the bombs fell in the follov/ing areas:-

District of Lehen (about 2.3 km. W.N.W. of the airfield):

bombs, all of wiiich failed to explode.

District of ETeiburg:

on the airfield:

The fact that

(a)

iO bombs, all of which failed to explode,

the edge of the town to the west of the airfield:

31 bombs, 4 of which failed to explode,

(c) in the G-allwitz Barracks area (situated between (b) and (d));

6 bombs.

(^) in the area of the main-line railway station (about 1.2 km. south
of the airfield);

11 bombs.

(91 ) Theodor Zwolfer had indicated that the attack on Rreibixrg was directed
against military objectives in "The Chronological History of the Town of

Eheiburg, Local Population, 1950" 011 P« 37 • By sliowing on the map the points
where the bombs fell, he disproved the official announcement wrhich was made
in 1 947.

(B) on
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Of these, the theory that the fuse switch was not turned on in the air seems

the most likely one, as it is "best in keeping with the aircrews' peculiar
circumstances at that time. The layman may well wonder how a thing like
this could happen to fully trained pilots, hut it is interesting in this
connection to hear what the O.C. Gruppe has to say about it:-

"The recognition of ground targets throu^ gaps in the clouds is often

very difficilLt, even for an experienced airman. In view of the weather

conditions on the afternoon of iOth May, i 940, it is quite possible that
Leutnant S. only had a few seconds at his disposal between spotting the
'big tovm' and dropping the bombs, during which he had to recognise his target,
operate the bomb-aiming device (which in those days was a very complicated
and time wasting apparatus), signal to the pilot and operate the bomb-release.
Under these conditions it is understandable that the target was falsely
identified and that the bombs were dropped inaccurately (92)".

As Yfo saw at the beginning of this section, some statements were made

during the investigations carried out amongst Bomber GeschRTader 51 which
contradict what we have just said. Both the GeschT/ader C.O. and the former

Chief of Staff of V Pliegerkorps stated that when the aircrevra were questioned,
they denied having dropped bombs on Iteiburg (93)* According to the records
of the examination, the aircrews had stated that they Yiere unaware of having
attacted Rreiburg (94) and this was an essential factor for the Judge Advocate
at Luftflotte 3, who was instructed by the Supreme Command of the LuftvTaffe to

take court-martial proceedings because of a "breach of military discipline".
According to the adjutant at the Fuehrer's H.Q., Goering's report to Hitler
states that "the bombing attack appears to have been carried out by three
aircraft, the nationality of which remains uncertain. There would appear to
be no actual proof that they were German machines (95)."

To help explain the contradictory nature of tie statements given by
various witnesses, it behoves us to try and imagine the situation brou^t
about by the air attack on Freiburg. The nation's corfidence in its leaders

and in its armed forces would obviously have been shaken if it were proved
that German aircraft had dropped the bombs by mistake and killed 57 people
(96). As is v/ell knoT,wi l0tla May, 1940 was the date of the commencement of
the campaign in. tiae West. The troops' morale had to be considered from tlie
point of view both of those who might feel the threat of such mistakes to
their own safety and of those v/ho realised that they mi^t make a fatal error
like this one day themselves. All sorts of considerations of this kind

probably came into the picture. We have already'- quoted what Goering said
when he heard about the attack; "This is a fine way for our caripaign to start.
I atnd the L'uftwaffe have made couplete fools of ourselves. How can this

business be vindicated in the eyes of the German people (97)?"

(92) Archives of the IfZ, ZS613, p.5.

ZS609, p.1.

(9^}.) Archives of the IfZ, ZS614, p.3.
Luftflotte savT a note at the end of the records of ihe investigation to the
effect that it was quite possible that the bombs had been dropped by mlstakB
because of tlie weather conditions at the time, but he said that the members
of the Geschv/ader had declared elsewhere that they were unaware that they had
dropped their bombs on Freiburg (ifZ, Z^A-5, No. IOO).

(93)

In 1 944, a former clerk in the

(95) Archives of the IfZ, ZS222, p. 30.

(96) See Local A.R.F, Chief's TiTar Diary, p.6.
1 i civilian men and 11 soldiers -were killed and 20 children, 34 women,
24 civilian men and 23 soldiers were \TOunded.

(97) Archives of the IfZ, ZSiiJD, p.l0.
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At Luftflotte H.Q. they were worried about the prestige of the Luftvvaffe and

were wondering what they could do for their 'hoys' ,  If it vrere really to he
a matter of co^irt-martial proceedings, they were ready to-protect them as much
as possible hy means of 'careful' interrogation. General von Greim, the C.O.
of V Hiegerkorps, was very annoyed at the rapid way in which the report about
the att^k ■was passed on and is.reputed to ha've said: "Even if this is really
•true (i.e. that the attack was carried out hy German aircraft), the person
concerned ought not to knov/ about it (99)". The GeschsTader commander s'txessed
the fact:;-that he -wished to intercede in favbijr of his men, upon whom he relied
every day; (i:00). : The O.C. Gruppe felt the same and did not tell his Staffel
officers about the results of the investigation, hut simply told them that the
affair was set-tied. "It \7as obviously in our interest", he told us, "to
prevent the spreading of information about \7hat had happened. I told S. that
he should not talk about it to anyone. All I did was to inform verbally the
Geschwader commander, Oberst Kammhuber, ■ about the results of my investigations
(101),.t?

TiVhen we consider these statements, there can be no doubt that the bombs
vrere accidently dropped on Ereiburg by German aircraft and that the facts -were
purposely concealed at the time. If any further proof is needed, v/e can find
it in vdiat follows. We loiow what agitation the incident provoked in Goering
and amongst his circle. .Hitler v/as obviously very angry when he heard about
it through his personal^ adjutant, Gauleiter Wagner, and reproached Goering
bitterly about "the negligent' way in v/hich the air raid warning system seems
to ha-ve been operated ("IO2)", It is significant that court-martial proceed
ings vrere not carried out against the Aircraft Reporting and Air Raid Y/aming
Services, but against the Luf-Uvaffe formations concerned. This proves that
the reports vdiich the Supren^e Command of the Luf-twaffe had received clearly
indicated that the attack had been made by German aircraft. It is also
noteworthy that the proceedings which were taking place .at Luftflotte H.Q.
against certain specifically named members of Bomber Geschwader 51 were
suddenly dropped. At the same time that instructions v/ere given that the
strictest secrecy was to be observed about the incident, the Judge Advocate
was informed -that the propaganda machine was already in full operation and
that, for reasons of state, Hitler could no longer deny that the attack had
taken place, as the prestige of the Luftwaffe and of Germany was at stake (1O3),

(98) Archives of the IfZ,. ZS6lA, p.2 f.

ZS605, p.5.

ZS612, p.34.

ZS613, p.14.

ZS222, p,30.

ZS614, p.3.

(99) . H

(100)

(101)

(102)

(103)

II

II
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III

In actual fact, hovrever, the German propaganda machine made out that this
unfortunate error on the part of o\ir ovm airmen was a deliberate act by the
enemy. German Infomation Service b\illetins referred to "the open city of
Eteibvirg i. Br., which is situated right outside the field of military
operations and in wiiich there are no military targets", to the civilians, who
had been killed and to the fact that the bombs had been dropped on the
central area of the town. The follov'dng threat v/as added:

taJ<B appropriate reprisals for this contravention of international law. Prom

now on, any further systematic enemy bombing attack on the German people will
be met by retaliations on an English or Prench to\m by five times as many
German aircraft (1O4)". Soon afterv/ards a pamphlet appeared, entitled "The
Mothers of Preibixrg 'Accuse the Enemy", with numei'ous impressive photographs of
the ixnfortunate victims and a text which ran as follows: "It began i^ith
Freiburg. Since then, night after ni^t, Allied aircraft have been bombing
German cities where there are no military targets and have been claiming more
and more civilian victims. This is not v/ar. It is murder (1O5)." Mr. Taylor,
the main U.S. representative for the Red Cross, was quoted as the principal
v/itness. He had just reached Freiburg by train when the aircraft were flying
away he is alleged to have reported on i3th May, 1940 in the 'New York Times'
that Freiburg "despite the fact that it must undoubtedly be considered an

open city . . . was bombed by French aircraft". A closer examination shows,
hoT/ever, that this quotation is inaccuirate, since the words "by French
aircraft" do not appear in the 'Hew York Times' (1O6). It is also noteworthy
that in this official pamphlet French aircraft were said to be responsible for
the attack. Hans Fritzsche also mentioned French aircraft in his commentary

over the Deutschlandsender radio at 6,4-5 p.m. on May 11th (107). Later on,
the R.A.F. was blamed and the pattern was set for  a propaganda drive against
England and particularly against Churchill as the originator of the

unrestricted bombing of civilians. In his Reichstag speeches on 1 9th JiiLy,
and in a speech given at a Berlin armaments facto:^ on lOth December, 194^,
Hitler said that the Freiburg raid marked the beginning of unrestricted air

warfare by the British (IO8).

(104.) "Volkischer Beobachter", Munich edition, 11th May, and "Frankfurter
40. -No mention was made of the fact that the casualties

Accounts about the points where the bombs fell
exaggerated. Tie have already shown that the target v/as undoubtedly the

The threat that reprisals would be taken "from now on" was inserted

some time later, however, A report issued by the Supreme Command of the
Armed Forces on 3rd January mentions the date of August 8th, 1940.

(105) According to a communication from the Freiburg University Library on
10th December, 1954, the leaflet was published by the Reich Propaganda Office
in several languages. In the Freiburg Municipal Administration Files,
Vol. 1, p.54 f., there is a note about some information given over the tele
phone to the German Foreign Office Information Dept, on 14th May, '40. The
figures quoted for the casualties tally with those given in the pamphlet
(53 ’civilians'). On request, photographs of the victims and of their burial

sent to the Information Dept, on May 14th and 1 6th, 1940»

fl06) See also Habermacher, Gerhard: "Reuter falscht die LuftkriegssdluM",
('How Reuter twisted the Facts about who was responsible for the Bombing' ),
Nuremberg, 1944, p*53»

(107) Communication from the B.B.C. to the Institute, 23rd December, 1954o

(108) "VBlkischer Beobachter", Munich edition, 20th J-uly and 11th Decenber, 1940>.

"The Luftv/affe will

Zeitung", 1 2th May,
included military personnel.
are

airfield.

were
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Goebbels diE. the same in an address v/hich he gave at the funeral service for

the victims of the terror raid on TAippertal in i 943 when he said;

trail of grief and of intense human s-uffering in. all the toms which have been
visited with Aoglo-i'toaerican bombing bears ?ri.tness against England and the
United States, from the murder of children in Ereiburg on 10th May 1940, up to
the present day (1O9)". In contrast to the "previous isolated attacks", the
bombing of Freiburg was described as the beginning of "systematic raids on
open cities and residential districts (ll0)"o In 1943 the German Foreign
Office published a White Book (No. 8) which alleged that England alone \7as
responsible for the bombing attacks on civilians. The report .issx;ied by the
Supreme Gonmand of the Armed Forces on 11th May, 1940 and relevant extracts

from the war diary kept by Luftwaffe Inspection Branch 13 (A.R.P.) were quoted
as conclusive documents (ill). These fev/ examples will suffice, to show hov/.
the German propaganda machine dealt v/ith the incident. Let us remember at

this stage what Hitler said in "Mein Kanpf" about propaganda during the First
World War. Wlien referring to British and American propaganda, which he
described as being psychologically sound, he expressed the opinion that it is
essential for propaganda to uphold the rightful conduct of one's own nation:

"It TiTas a fimdamental error to say that Germany v/as not the only country v/hich
could be held responsible for the outbreak of the war. It would have been

ri^t to have placed all the blame on the enemy, even if this did not

correspond to the facts . . . (112)".

It is obviously only a short step from this attitude to the way in T/hich
the Freiburg affair was handled. There is a parallel in the case of the

British passenger steamship 'Athenia', v/hich v/as accidently sunk by a German
submarine on 3rd September, 1939 and in which 120 people lost their lives.

A long

(109) "Volkischer Beobachter", Munich edition, 19th Jime, 1943*

(110) "England entirely responsible for Terror Tactics in the Air. Facts
contradict Anglo-American Lies", (vHlkischer Beobachter", Munich edition,
20th April, '1^.3).

(ill) 'Documents dealing with England's sole Responsibility for the Bombing of
Civilians', German Foreign Office, 1943, No. 8 pp.l3, 120 and 123. -The Foreign
Office official who was responsible for coirpiling the-White Book had his

at-tention dravmi by an official in -the Reich Ministry of the Interior, rumours
that Freiburg was bombed by German aircraft. He consequently made enquiries
at Luftwaffe Inspection Branch 13, idiich contes-ted this and sent him the

relevant extracts from -their war diary by way of co-unter-evidence. The draft
of the White Book was submitted to Gaus (the ambassador), to the Luf-twaffe
Dept, of Military Science and to the Fueller's military historian for examina
tion and was released for publication (-Arohi-ves of the IfZ, ZS604).

(112) "Mein Kampf", lOth edition, Munich 1942, p.l93 TB. (Quotation on p.200).
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Admiral Raeder stated at the raaiti Riiretribei^ trial (II3) that when the British
announced that the ’Athenia' had been torpedoed by the Germans, the Supreme
Command of the German Navy, acting on the information available at that time,
denied in all good faith that this was so.
a splendid oppoactunity for German propaganda to wage war against the "abominable
lies" circulated by the British,
facts became loiovm at the latest when the German submarine U 30 reached its

home port on 27th September,
denied being responsible for the affair, v/e must observe the strictest

secrecy about it, not only in dealing with the outside v;orld, but also within
official circles at home.

This incident was looked upon as

This campaign y/as continued until the true

Hitler told Admiral Raeder; Now that we have

Thus it came about that, some time later, German
propaganda accused Churchill of having had an infernal machine placed on

board the 'Athenia', thereby intentionally causing it to be sunk (H^).

Whereas in the case of the 'Athenia’ there is a witness (Admiral Raeder)
who discussed the matter with Hitler, there is unfortunately no such witness

available for the Ereiburg affair, which puts us in a different positioxi.
Instead of a first-hand account, we have only two second-hand statements at

According to oneour disposal, which may be interpreted in various ways,
statement. Hitler heard nothing about the incident until the appearance of the
report claiming that this v/as an enemy attack (II5).  . ■  If. this is true, then
the Freiburg affair could be considered a counterpart: to the case of the

The other statement’Athenia', at any rate as far as Hitler was concerned,
claimed that Hitler was simply informed by Goerirg that there was no actual

proof that the attack had been carried out by Geiman aircraft (II6).
be concluded from this that Goering caused the false report about an enemy
attack to be circulated (quite independently of Hitler),
in issuing this report, Goering only wcuited to reassure Hitler that the methods
adopted to mask the true facts would fulfil their purpose.

It might

It is possible that

It seems highly improbable, ho\yever, that either Goering or Goebbels y/oifLd take
this step in a matter of such political importance without informing Hitler
about what had really happened,
when the "competent authorities

T/hat seems to matter most is for us to know

in Berlin -viere informed of the true facts.

(Ii3) uS (international Military Tribunal), Yol. 14, p. 92 ff.

(ii4) "Volkischer Beobachter", South German edition, 23rd October, 1939,
(Nuremberg Documents, PS-3260), Further documents and statements about the
case of the ' Athenia' are quoted in BiT, Vol. 23/24, p. 145. ' For .details of
the way in which the propaganda machine handled the matter, see press reports
from 5 th September, 1940 onwards, and a publication by i>dolf Half eld entitled
"The Case of the 'Athenia'," Berlin 1940, (No. 1 of the series "The True Face
of England" published by the Deutsche Publikationsstelle).

(115) Archives of the IfZ, ZS614, p. 3.

(116) ZS222, p. 30.
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It has been, testified that late in the afternoon of 10th May, a very
clear intelligence report was sent by the LirPtgau to the Intelligence Chief
at Supreme Command of the Luftwaffe H. Q, and that it was passed on to Goering,
who read it in great agitation and ordered that a thoroijgh investigation be
carried out (117)* Amongst the documents to which vie later gained access is
the handv/ritten draft of this special intelligence report, which - as the
former sitioation officer in the Intelligence Section remembers - was sent
through at about I7.00 hrs. It read as follows:-

Intelligence Mimich, 10 May, 1940

Special Report

T.o:- Supreme Command of the Luftwaffe Operations Staff, Intelligence,
Luftflotte H. Q. 3, Intelligence.

Subject!- BOIfflS ON EREIBURG

Pull details about the attack are not yet known.

Damage caused;-

The Freiburg Chief of Police reports:

25 civilians killed, including 7 children;

Exact extent of material damage cannot yet be assessed.

Some j^/T vehicles burnt out.

24 persons

Several horses injured.

injured.

Freibiu-g Air Raid Warning Centre reports:

Gallwitz Barracks:

slightly injured,
3 lorries damaged,
wais hit.

4 killed, 10 seriously injured and several
3 buildings in the barraclcs damaged.
The Bisraarckstrasse bridge over the railway

Several civilians were killed in the Breisacheretrasse,

Bombs were dropped along the railway line between Freiburg and
Breisach.

2 bombs fell on the Mooswald housing estate.

It seems that the bombs were dropped by a Potez 63, vi/hich flew back over
the Rhine near Lahr at 16,00 hrs,

(N.B, Time does not fit)

Freiburg Airfield reports;

8 to 10 small craters on the tajiying area, not serious, no damage
caused.

Obsezver Post No, 14, Preibtirg, reports:

(117) Of. p. 17.
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15*40 hrs: Th3:^e twin-engined monoplanes, flying high, 4 to  8 o'clock.
He.i11s, height 3,000 to 4,000 metres, definitely identified
He,111 P aircraft,
through binoculars.

The Geraian markings could be seen clearl
as

y

15.59 hrs; Preibui^ Airfield bombed. Immediately after the smoke had
billowed up from the ground, 2 aircraft with German markings
were spotted flyijag one behind the other,
were plajiiLy visible through binoculars,
the aircraft v/ere being observed,
clouds, direction 11 to 1 o'clock,
have been found on a bomb splinter.

The German markings
Bombs exploded while

They disappeared into the
A German marking is said to

This iirformation is not to be divulged (118).

Luftgau VII H. Q,, Intelligexxco

Signed;Distribution;

Commanding Officer
Chief of Staff

V, Donat

Ops. Oberstleutnant
Q.l.
Senior Signals Officer

This report did not leave much doubt and nobody who read it could refer
in good faith to 'an enemy attack'. The observation at the beginning that
’full details about the attack are not yet known” can only mean, in the light
of what follows, that von Donat wanted to avoid making any binding statement
for the time being. Against the only reference to  a Pren®h aircraft stands
the note; "Time does not fit". References to German aircraft, on the other
hand, are qualified by such expressions as; 'definitely identified', ‘
clearly' and 'plainly visible', ¥e can therefore readily understand why
Goering became so agitated when he received the report.

t seen

(118) Sic.'
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It is certain that the Luftgau knev/ all the details about the bombs which

v/ere dropped on Freiburg by the evening of the sajne day that the attack took
place*
at Luftwaffe Operations Staff H.Q,, but we laiow that all reports were usually
handed on to the higlaer authorities immediately,
another interesting statement upon which to dr^nv,
officer in the Luftgau Intelligence Section, v/hom we have frequently mentioned
before. He was present when his chief, Oberstleutnant von Donat, had a
telephone conversation that night v/ith the Reich Propaganda Ministry, ^
situation officer emphasised the fact that it was plain from von Donat's
answers that attempts were bedng made from the other end of the line to "get
him to agree that the truth about the bombing was still an open question and
that the attack may have been carried out be Pre,noh aircraft" (119).
conversation took place on the evening of May 10th and in the late evening
news bulletin fron the Deutschlandsender radio, the official report about the
attack on Freiburg was broadcast for the first time (120).
officer can only rely on those parts of the conversation which he overheard

(121),
any information about it,
so clearly informed about the incident that they deemed it necessary to talk to
the luftgau intelligenoe officer in this way.
Goering was v/hen the radio announcer said that the attack had been carried out

by the enemy, there can be no question that the true facts of the matter v/ere
known before this announcement was made.

It is true that we have no co.nfirmation as to when this report arrived

In addition to this, we have
It comes from the sitmtion

The

This

The situation

as he did not engage in it himself, nor did his chief supply him with
It looks as if the authorities in Berlin had been

Tfhen we remember hov/ delighted

(ii9) Archives of the IfZ, ZS/A-5, No. 117.

(120) Letter from the B,B. G, to the Institute, 23rd December, 1954.

(121) The situation officer remembers the conversation so clearly because
V, Dunat emphatically refused to do as he was asked and st^uck firmly to what
he had said in his report,
to his chief the following morning, v, Donat went as white as a sheet.
During a personal conversation, he did concede that some section of the
Luftwaffe Operations Staff may have wanted his report to be altered in this way.

When the situation officer handed the newspapiers
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The true facts of the matter have now been established: the bombs which

fell Oil Preiburg were not dropped by the enemy, as Hasi propaganda claimed
(122), but were accidently dropped from Geman aircraft. The theory that the
attack was one purposely carried out on Hitler's orders is false. The
Geman report issued in 1940 is discounted too. This asseirted that the
Preibm:^ affair marked the beginning of the indiscriminate bombing of civilians
and made use of the name of llr. J, M, Spaight, Principal Assistant Secretary
in the British Air Ministry, as chief v/itness to this, but he was deliberately
misquoted and his words were falsified (123).

(I22I "This was done so successfully", observes ’Nation Etxropa’ (Vol. 7
1955) with obvious pride (to this very day), 'that even J. P. C, Puller, the
T;ell-laiov/n English military historian, accepted the idea that Britain was
responsible for the attack on Freiburg, “
entitled '¥lio was Responsible for the Bombing?' was published in ’Nation
Europa*, Vol. 2, 195^, which referred to Freiburg under the headline ‘The
Unexplained Air Raid’, Linked with this was a reader’s letter to another

Treekly paper describing its claim that the Luftv/affe had bombed Freiburg as
"a fabrication",.

(123) These assertions can really only be attribu.ted to J. P. C. Puller, who
states in his book 'The Second Y/arld War, 1939-45', Vienna/Stuttgart 1950,

261, that: "Preibxirg in Baden was bombed on 11th May, (sic.’) Mr. J, M,
Spaight writes as follows about this: ’We (the British) began to bomb targets
on the Geman mainland’. Puller’s statements are wrongly attributed to

the ’authoritative vifitness Spaight. In this book ’Bombing Vindicated’,
London, 1944, Spaight does not mention Freiburg at all.

In contrast to this, an article

P*
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